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A WORD FROM OUR CHAIRS

Statistical Computing
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Statistical Computing, as we all know, is becoming
ever-more fundamental to applications and research in
statistics. Applications such as remote-sensing data,
microarrays, proteomics, genomics, simulation-based
risk analysis, etc. for which data are huge or high-
dimensional are driving the development of imagina-
tive, computation-based solution methodologies. And
we’re not through yet; I just returned from a Systems
Biology conference where the talk was that in ten years
everyone in the United States could have his or her DNA
mapped, with immense medical benefits, and a billion-
fold increase in the amount of medical data to analyze.
The future of statistics is exciting indeed; especially for
those of us involved in statistical computing ... and Sta-
tistical Computing!

I hope to see you all at the 2005 Joint Statistical Meet-
ings (JSM), August 7-11 in Minneapolis, where we will
once again enjoy a stellar scientific program (thanks
to our Program Chair for 2005, Susan Holmes, among
many others) and an always-fun mixer with our friends
in the Section on Statistical Graphics.

Other upcoming meetings of interest include Inter-
face 2005, June 8-12 in St. Louis with a “Clustering
and Classification” theme,http://ilya.wustl.
edu/if_csna_2005_meeting and the “Direc-
tions in Statistical Computing 2005” conference Aug

CONTINUED OVERLEAF...

Statistical Graphics
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ASA sections are meant to facilitate contact, exchange
of ideas, and dissemination of information among ASA
members who share common scientific interests. This
newsletter has long been a most successful vehicle for
fostering association within the statistical computing
and graphics community, keeping our membership con-
nected throughout the years. Our members’ contribu-
tions and our two editors’ selfless commitment of time
and ideas are the essential ingredients that help the
newsletter to fulfill its vital role. It takes a great deal
of effort to put together a product this thoughtful and
professional and we all owe a big debt of gratitude to
Di Cook, Ranjan Maitra and all the contributors.

The newsletter has now been published on-line for sev-
eral years. Electronic means of communications are
obviously an essential instrument for promoting cohe-
siveness and interaction within the section. With this
in mind, I encourage all of you to bookmark our sec-
tion’s web page (http://www.amstat-online.
org/sections/graphics/). The page, carefully
managed and promptly updated by our chair-elect, Paul
Murrell, gives us a snapshot of the section’s current sta-
tus and keeps us up-to-date on events and activities rele-
vant to the statistical graphics community. I would also
like to prompt everybody with any knowledge of issues
and news items that are of potential interest to our mem-
bers to e-mail Paul and ask him to post the information
on the web page.

CONTINUED OVERLEAF...
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FROM OUR CHAIRS (Cont.). . .

Statistical Computing
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

13-14 in Seattle,http://depts.washington.
edu/dsc2005. Or, if you’re looking for a more
exotic location, check out the International Associa-
tion of Statistical Computing (IASC) conference on
Computational Statistics and Data Analysis, October
28-31, on Cyprus,http://www.csdassn.org/
europe/csda2005.

I wish to thank the other officers in the section: Past
Chair Carey Priebe, Program Chair Susan Holmes, Pro-
gram Chair-Elect Michael Trosset, (please give Su-
san and Michael a special thanks for their work in
putting together the 2005 and 2006 JSM programs),
Secretary/Treasurer Graham Wills, COS representatives
Vincent Carey, Robert Gentleman and Roger Koenker,
Newsletter editors Di Cook and Ranjan Maitra, Awards
Officer Jose Pinheiro, Electronic Communication Li-
aison Thomas Devlin, Continuing Education Liaison
John Miller, Publications Officer Todd Ogden, and web-
master Mark Hansen.

The next chair will be Stephan Sain; if you’d like to
join this motley crew and help run the section contact
Stephan or me. And please share with any officer your
suggestions on how the section can better help you.

One thing we’re looking at is to to reinvigorate
our Statistical Computing webpage,http://www.
statcomputing.org, to make this site a central re-
source for our Section, and provide links to member
home pages. If you’d like to help with our web site,
e.g. to volunteer as a “local editor” in an area such as
software releases, conference announcements, member
news, section news, paper announcements, etc., please
contact me.

I’ll close by sharing my personal quest. While statis-
tical computing has made great inroads, we still have
work to do. Too much of statistical practice is based on
pre-computer procedures like t intervals and tests, with-
out even doing any diagnostics for how inaccurate those
procedures are (beyond checking thatn > 30). Those
diagnostics are available, and are even easy thanks to
computationally-intensive bootstrapping and permuta-
tion tests. Furthermore, too much of statistical teaching

is based on a cookbook of formulas; we could use re-
samplingand visualization to bring statistics alive and
help students better understand sampling distributions,
standard errors, p-values, and confidence intervals. To
learn more join my short course at the 2005 JSM (pro-
ceeds benefit the Stat Computing and Stat Education
sections), or seehttp://www.insightful.com/
Hesterberg/bootstrap.

Statistical Graphics
Of course, there is no better way to exchange ideas,
see old friends, and make new ones than to meet them
in person. In this respect, the annual meetings play a
unique and irreplaceable role. For this August in Min-
neapolis, Dan Rope lined up a most exciting program,
featuring invited and contribute sessions and round ta-
ble discussions. I would like to remind you that a great
session to attend is the one co-sponsored by the comput-
ing and graphics sections, in which the winners of the
student paper competition present their work. We will
also sponsor an interesting continuing education course
entitled “Statistical Analysis and Data Display” with in-
structors Richard Heiberger and Burt Holland. You can
learn more about these events in other sections of the
newsletter.

As we touch base at the meetings, we also have the op-
portunity to start planning for the future. When I orga-
nized the section’s program a few years back I found
it very helpful to be able to focus on possible session
topics and initiate contacts with several potential orga-
nizers and speakers at the previous year’s meetings. I’m
sure that Juergen Symanzik, our section’s program chair
for the 2006 meetings, will be delighted to talk with all
of you and hear all of your suggestions. And, of course,
if you have an idea you want to share with him and you
can’t make it to Minneapolis, you should make sure you
drop him a note.

Finally, if you come to Minneapolis, don’t forget to at-
tend our business meeting and social mixer on Mon-
day evening. The long-standing tradition of a fun-filled
evening is on, with all of the ingredients that we have
come to expect. Just make sure you blame me and
not Tim Hesterberg if you don’t like the Swedish meat
balls!
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Editorial

Well, another year has come to a close for us academics
– the new classes have been taught, notes posted, exams
given, grades assigned. It is time for us to look to the
summer ahead, to Minneapolis and beyond, but before
that, to take stock of all that is happening around us.
Hence this newsletter!

We have lots of news and announcements to report in
this issue. But we also continue our recent tradition
of including articles on useful computational tools and
software for us computational statisticians. Brooke Fri-
dley, Rhonda DeCook and Howard Butler team up to
provide us with a hands-on description on the use of
Python in speeding up simulations. Dianne Cook fol-
lows through on the previous issue’s discussion on the
Prosper class for LaTeX presentations with an article on
sleeker presentations using LaTeX.

We also have some sad news to report. This year saw
the passing of Jogabrata Roy (more commonly known
as J. Roy), the architect of statistical computing at the
Indian Statistical Institute. Not very many people even
in India know that the first Indian computer called ISIJU
was built in the early 1950’s in a joint collaboration be-
tween the Institute and Jadavpur University (hence the
acronyms in the name). India is the unquestioned pow-
erhouse in all things computational today, in no small
measure to this foundation laid by the team inspired by
Professor Roy. Bikas Sinha of the Indian Statistical In-
stitute profiles Roy’s work in this area in the obituary
that appears in this newsletter. We also have an obituary
written by David Madigan on his late colleague Yehuda
Vardi who will be remembered for introducing several
application areas to statisticians, and most notably (at
least for some of us) for casting the Positron Emission

Tomography (PET) in terms of a missing data problem
calling for the use of the Expectation-Maximization (E-
M) algorithm.

We also have a full plate of events, happenings and
announcements to report. We have a summary of last
year’s Meetings in San Francisco to report, as well as a
description of the excellent programs in statistical com-
puting and graphics being put together by the respective
Program Chairs, Susan Holmes and for this years’ JSM
in Minneapolis. Jose Pinheiro provides a brief articles
on this year’s winners of the Statistical Computing Stu-
dent Competition and the Chambers’ Statistical Soft-
ware Award. We also have announcements on meetings
of potential interest to members.

Finally on a personal note, for one of us it is time to
move on to other more interesting challenges ahead.
Ranjan Maitra has decided that three years is enough to
provide new direction to the statistical computing sec-
tion of this newsletter, and so the hunt is on for a new
volunteer! (It can actually be fun, so please do not hes-
itate!) Having worked with three Section Chairs, as
many Program Chairs and a host of other Officers, he
ends his term very grateful for all the support provided.
He feels very strongly however, that it is in the interests
of any section that new officers be installed from time to
time to provide new directions and perspectives to dif-
ferent activities and so he moves on, out of his current
role. In this his last issue as editor, he wishes the new
editor the very best, as it looks forward to a glorious
future with even better days ahead. So, make sure you
tune in to the website for the next issue out December
2005!

Dianne Cook and Ranjan Maitra
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SPECIAL ARTICLE: TOOLS FOR
COMPUTING

Expanding your statistical
computing toolbox with
Python
Brooke Fridley, University of Wisconsin-LaCrosse

Rhonda DeCook, Iowa State University

Howard Butler, Iowa State University

Introduction
As a graduate student progresses down the road to grad-
uation, he or she may suddenly be faced with comput-
ing issues that makes the coveted graduation date seem
even further away. Students trying to run scripts that
include heavy computation inS-PLUS/R, a program-
ming language commonly taught to statistics graduate
students, may find their computation times quickly es-
calating. While coding in lower-level languages can
greatly reduce computation time, learning these lan-
guages, such asC/C++ or Fortran, generally in-
volves a time investment a graduate student focused on
graduation would like to avoid. As graduate students,
we were both faced with this situation. After consider-
ing a variety of languages, we decided to try the open
source programming language ofPython, hoping for a
large return with minimal time investment. The success
we experienced motivated us to inform other statisti-
cians and graduate students of whatPython has to
offer to the statistical computing community.

What is Python?
Python is an open source object-oriented program-
ming language developed by Guido van Rossum in the
early 1990’s. It is a general purpose scripting language
that interfaces easily with other software and databases,
such asR or GenBank, allowing it to act like ‘glue’
and bring together the tools of commonly used pro-
grams. The syntax emphasizes readability, making
it accessible to the beginner, yetPython maintains
a high level of computing power making it desirable
to the more advanced programmer as well. Programs
written in C/C++ or Java may execute in a shorter

amount of time, but the ‘edit-compile-debug’ develop-
mentloop can be done many times faster inPython.
A language that optimizes programmer time rather than
merely execution time was clearly what we were look-
ing for as time-strapped graduate students. The goal
of a project will undoubtedly guide the final choice of
a language, but for a beginning programmer under a
time constraintPython can be a great asset. Also, by
including an extension calledNumerical Python
created to more efficiently deal with multidimensional
arrays, statisticians can usePython for complex sta-
tistical algorithms, such Markov Chain Monte Carlo,
and the manipulation of large data sets like those found
in bioinformatics.

Using Python/Numerical Python
The latest version ofPython for both Windows and
Unix platforms can be found at
http://www.python.org. Statisticians will most
likely want to program in Numerical Python
(NumPy), an extension allowing for efficient manipula-
tion of multidimensional arrays. Programmers familiar
with S-PLUS/R should find much of the syntax used in
NumPyfamiliar because these languages were among
many used to guide its development. The contributed
library required for programming inNumPywas previ-
ously released under the nameNumeric, but a new
implementation calledNumarray was released in
2004 and is also available. Because most of the code
presently found on the web is written forNumeric, all
examples provided here relate to that library. Both
of these libraries can be downloaded fromhttp:
//www.sourceforge.net/projects/numpy.

For a nicerPython interface in Windows, we use
an extension developed by Mark Hammond called
PythonWin IDE (shown in Figure 1). Similar to
the GUI in S-PLUS, the IDE allows access to a com-
mand line interpreter window and a script file, as well
as a pull-down help menu. UsingPython in the in-
teractive mode gives the beginner immediate feedback
on coding statements and allows for quick learning.
PythonWin IDE can be installed by downloading
ActivePython athttp://www.activestate.
com/Products/ActivePython.
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Screen shot ofPythonWin IDE, an interface extension for the Windows version ofPython. Similar to the GUI
in S-PLUS, the IDE allows access to both a command line interpreter window and a script file.

In addition toNumeric, there are two other libraries
essential for statistical computing inNumPy. These
areLinearAlgebra andRandomArray which are
internally available once you’ve downloaded theNu-
meric library. These libraries provide a variety of
necessary functions, such as computing the inverse of a
matrix and generating random numbers from common
probability distributions.

Libraries can be attached in one of two ways. The first
requires that the library name be included when a func-
tion is called. For example, we first import theRan-
domArray library and then generate one observation
from a Poisson distribution with a mean of 5.

>>> import RandomArray
>>> RandomArray.poisson(5)

... 6

Another way you can use a function is to simply call it
without naming its respective library after importing the
entire library. This may cause some concern for name
space clashes, but it can speed up the coding process.

>>> from RandomArray import *
>>> poisson(5)

... 3

Using this same import command, you can write a col-
lection of functions in aPython script file, such as
foo.py, and then attach this library of functions us-
ing ‘from foo import ∗’. Functions are easily de-
fined using thedef command. For example, here is a
function called ‘distorigin’ that computes the euclidean
distanceof a cartesian point from the origin:

>>> def dist_origin(x,y):
return sqrt(x**2+y**2)

...
>>> dist_origin(2,3)

... 3.6055512754639891

In general, a programmer familiar withR should find
much of thePython syntax relatively familiar. Table 1
compares a few commands from both languages after
importing the threePython libraries mentioned above:
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Command R Python

Create a vector a<-c(1,2,3) a = array([1,2,3])
b<-matrix(c(1,2,3,4,5,6),

Createa matrix 2, 3, byrow=T) b = array([[1,2,3],[4,5,6]])
Retrieve dimension
of a matrix dim(b) b.shape

Slice a matrix b[1, ] b[0, ...]
Compute generalized
inverse of a matrix library(MASS);ginv(b) generalizedinverse(b)
Generate a
randomvariable runif(0,1) uniform(0,1)

Comparison of a fewRandPython commands.

Contrasts with R
Though the syntax ofPython is closely related toS-
PLUS/R, there are some important differences. Here
are a few important contrasts of which to be aware be-
fore you start coding:

1. Vector indexing begins with the value 0 rather
than1.

2. White space matters.For instance, within afor
loop, indentation is used to signify the comple-
tion of the loop. This characteristic can help to
promote clean code, but if forgotten can be a
headache when trying to debug.Note: Using the

tab key rather than thespace barto make inden-
tations may help in avoiding compiling errors.

3. The default type for numerical objects is not float-
ing point. You can choose whether an object is
floating point or integer, but be sure you are get-
ting what you want:

>>> array([1,2,3])/2
Output: array([0, 1, 1])

>>> array([1.,2.,3.])/2
Output: array([ 0.5, 1. , 1.5])

>>> array([1,2,3],typecode=’f’)/2
Output: array([ 0.5, 1. , 1.5])

Example Script
This is an example of aPython script that uses the Metropolis-Hastings method to generate a chain of observations
from a Dirichlet distribution.

from Numeric import *
from RandomArray import *

def MetHastDirich(param,M,B,start):
## Uses a Metropolis-Hastings method to generate a chain of values
## from a Dirichlet distribution.
## Input(a four element list):
## ’param’ - vector of parameters for the Dirichlet dist., all > 0,
## ’M’ - total number of steps kept in the MH chain after burn-in,
## ’B’ - number of steps used for the burn-in,
## ’start’ - vector of starting values which has length equal to the
## param vector minus 1 (NOTE: sum(start) must be < = 1).
## Output(a two element list):
## 1) the array of generated values
## 2) the number of accepted candidates out of B+M tries.
step_cnt=0
accept_ind=0 ## To keep track of number of accepted candidates.
x=start
rv=len(param)-1 ## Last random variable is constrained.
data_matrix=zeros((M,rv),typecode=’f’)
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for i in range(B+M):
step_cnt=step_cnt+1
y=[]
cumy=0
## Generate a candidate over support space (0,1)
## under restriction of summation=1
for j in range(rv):

present_y=(1-cumy)*uniform(0,1)
cumy=cumy+present_y
y.append(present_y)

alpha_prob=((1-sum(y))/(1-sum(x)))**(param[rv]-1.0)
for k in range(rv):

tterm_1=(y[k]/x[k])**(param[k]-1)
if k==0:

tterm_2=1
else:

tterm_2=(1-sum(y[0:(k-1)]))/(1-sum(x[0:k-1]))
alpha_prob=alpha_prob*tterm_1*tterm_2

alpha_prob_final=min([alpha_prob,1])
u=uniform(0,1)
if u <= alpha_prob_final: ## Candidate accepted.

x=y ## Jump to new position.
accept_ind=accept_ind+1
if step_cnt > B:

data_matrix[(step_cnt-B-1),...]=y ## Fill-in a full row
else: ## of the matrix.

if step_cnt > B:
data_matrix[(step_cnt-B-1),...]=x ## Remain at old position.

return [data_matrix,accept_ind]

## Use the above function to compute a chain of observations
## for the given argument values below:
parameters=array([2.,2.,3.,3.])
M=10000
B=1000
start=array([.25,.25,.25])
MH_out=MetHastDirich(parameters,M,B,start)

chain=MH_out[0]
count_successes=MH_out[1]

After saving the above script and then running it in the interpreter window, the created objects can be manipulated
with appropriate commands. For example:

>>> chain.shape
... (10000, 3)
>>> count_successes
... 1876

Online Resources

There is a wealth ofPython documentation and freely
available packages on the web, but we would sug-
gest starting at thePython home website athttp:
//www.python.org. We have listed some other
sites below that you may find useful for statistical com-

puting inPython:

1. The core group ofNumeric developers pro-
vides documentation onNumerical Python
at http://www.pfdubois.com/numpy/
numpy.pdf. They also provide the documenta-
tion as an easily traversed hyperlink page at
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http://www.pfdubois.com/numpy/
html2/numpy.html

2. Gary Strangman provides a collection of basic
statisticalfunctions including the computation of
p-values for common probability distributions at
http://www.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu/
Neural_Systems_Group/gary/python/
stats.py

3. SciPy, a library of scientific tools forPython,
provides high level functions, such as optimiza-
tion and integration and modules for graphics and
plotting athttp://www.scipy.org

4. A short tutorial we wrote called “An Introduction
to Numerical Python for the Statistician” is avail-
able at
http://www.public.iastate.edu/
˜rdecook/mywebsite/TAR/Python_
tutorial.pdf

5. When all else fails, information on getting help
from mailing lists can be found at the home web-
site ofhttp://www.python.org

Conclusion
New technology, such as microarrays, allows re-
searchers to design experiments that gather large
amounts of data in a short amount of time. Because
these data are often associated with novel and interest-
ing statistical issues, graduate students may find them-
selves analyzing such data as part of their academic
research. Unfortunately, applying even common sta-
tistical methods, such as a permutation approach or

a model selection method, to large data sets inS-
PLUS/R canlead to large computation times and slow
research progress. For the programmer familiar with
S-PLUS/R, learning enoughPython to greatly in-
crease computing productivity can take a short amount
of time. Furthermore, the areas of statistical research
that can benefit from this increased productivity is not
limited to large data set research. Running more com-
plex statistical analyses, such as Markov Chain Monte
Carlo, inPython can increase productivity regardless
of the data set size.Python can easily become a useful
addition to any statistician’s computing tool box with
its open source availability and similarity to commonly
used statistical programming languages.
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MAKING PRESENTATIONS

Using pdfscreen for
interactive presentations

Di Cook

Iowa State University

Have you seen some slides of presenters in meetings
that have an interactive contents table at the side? Have
you been wondering how this works?

The table of contents allows the speaker to jump to any
partof the presentation. The buttons at right allow the
speaker to navigate back and forth, or in and out of the
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presentation for demos.

To create a presentation like this you need the pack-
agepdfscreen. It can be downloaded from http:
//www.river-valley.com/download/.

This is a major feature of the package, according to the
web site:

PDFscreen package helps to redesign the
pdf output of your normal documents fit to
be read in a computer monitor while re-
taining the freedom to format it for conven-
tional printing.

In most latex slide generating packages producing slides
involves very different typesetting than a standard doc-
ument. Thepdfscreen package enables switching
between a standard document and slides very simply.
However, in reality an audience’s attention might not be
captured and maintained well by turning your paper di-
rectly into slides. Presentations are very different com-
munications than papers, and they benefit from careful
thought to the structure and layout of slides. Thus, my
suggestion for a description of the benefits of thepdf-
screen package is:

The PDFscreen package for latex helps to
create an attractive presentation with con-
trols to navigate through a table of contents
and step forward and back through slides.

Here’s an example to get you started:

\documentclass{article}
\usepackage[screen,panelrig ht,

paneltoc]{pdfscreen}
\margins{.75in}{.75in}{.75in}{.75in}
\screensize{6.25in}{8in}
\begin{document}

\begin{screen}
\title{\color{section1}\Huge What is

statistical graphics?}
\end{screen}

\begin{print}
\title{\Huge What is statistical

graphics?}
\end{print}

\author{\color{section2}\Large Di Cook}
\date{\color{section2} VIGRE,

Tuesday Sep 7, 2004}

\maketitle
\begin{screen}

\vfill
\end{screen}

\begin{print}
\tableofcontents
\end{print}
\begin{screen}
\vfill
\end{screen}

\begin{slide}
\section{Outline}\label{out line}

\begin{itemize} \itemsep 0.1in
\item Why does plotting data produce

richer solutions to problems?
\begin{itemize} \itemsep 0.1in
\item {Tipping data}
\item {Textbook solution}
\item {Whats different when we plot

the data?}
\end{itemize}
\item Why has the forefront of

statistical graphics research moved
beyond static graphics?

\item {How about a game?}
\end{itemize}
\end{slide}

\begin{slide}
\section{Why plot data?}\label{Plotdata}

\vspace{-2in}
\centerline{\pdfimage width 4.8in

{tips-reg.pdf}}
\end{slide}

\end{document}

This produces the following slides:
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What are the key parts in this example?

• \usepackage[screen,panelright,
paneltoc]{pdfscreen}

– screen makes the slides. This can be
changed toprint to create a regular docu-
ment.

– panelright putsthe control panel at the
right of the slides. It can be placed at
left using panelleft, or suppressed by
nopanel.

– paneltoc putsa table of contents at the
right of the slides.

• The page sizes and margins are set by:

\margins{.75in}{.75in}{.75in}{.75in}
\screensize{6.25in}{8in}

Theseare necessary.
• The text is separated into slides by

\begin{slide}, \end{slide},. This
also increases the size of the font used
on each slide. It can be substituted by

adding the optionsectionbreak on the
\usepackage{pdfscreen} line. The sec-
tionbreak option puts a pagebreak before
each section. It also doesn’t increase the size
of the font.

• The table of contents is created by thesection
headingsof the document. As usual to get the
table of contents to show up you’ll have to latex
the document a couple of times, so that it can be
automatically generated. A fileexample.toc
is generated. At times I’ve needed to actually re-
move this file to force changes to the table of con-
tents.

Don’t like the colors? There are some default
color styles, called bluelace, blue, gray,
orange, palegreen and chocolate. To
change the style alter the line:

\usepackage[screen,panelright,paneltoc,
orange]{pdfscreen}

to create the following slide:

I really don’t like any of the color schemes. The slide
designcan be tinkered with endlessly by modifying the
pdfscreen.cfg file that comes with the download.
These are the lines that I modified to change the color
scheme:

\definecolor{panelbackground}{gray}{.8}
\definecolor{buttonbackgroun d}{gray}{.6}
\definecolor{buttonshadow}{gray}{.2}
\definecolor{section1}{rgb}{.4,.5,.2}
\definecolor{section2}{rgb}{.285,.286,.28510}
\backgroundcolor{white}

I also prefer helvetica-type font to roman-type font for
slides. The section numbering can be altered inpdf-
screen.cfg using:
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\def\@seccntformat#1{\llap{\scshape\sf
\color{section1}\csname the#1
\endcsname.\hspace*{6pt}}}

and in the body of theexample.tex file change the
font of the text by\bf\sf, and adding \sf into each
\section{} headings..

I added my own preference in icon for the top of the
table of contents by setting an image to use, inpdf-
screen.cfg:

\IfFileExists{colorgrid3.jpg}
{\emblema{colorgrid3.jpg}} {}

Lastly, I like to have pictures on the title page. For this
I really had to hack it into the author line:

\author{{\color{section2}\Large Di Cook}\\
{\hspace{-0.4in}{\pdfimage width 1.8in

{tips-scat1.pdf}}{\pdfimage width 1.5in
{olive-title1.jpg}}\hspace{0.1in}
{\pdfimage width 1.5in {face-off.jpg}}}}

\date{\color{section2} VIGRE, Tuesday
Sep 7, 2004}

producing slides that look like these.

Well, good luck if you decide to try this approach
to presentations. Sample files are at the newsletter
website http://www.public.iastate.edu/
˜dicook/scgn/pdfscreen. I’m now thinking of
switching to a Mac using keynote!

NEWS CLIPPINGS AND SECTION NOTICES

Highlights of the
JSM 2005 meeting in
Minneapolis
Computing (Susan Holmes)
The statistical computing section will have a Sunday af-
ternoon invited session on Statistical Analysis of Func-
tional Neuroimaging Data organized by Jonathan Taylor
with Keith Worsley as one of the invited speakers.

There will be a special survey talk on Monday morning
at10.35 by Jun Liu on Sequential Monte Carlo methods
with Arnaud Doucet as a discussant.

Ker Chau Li has put together an important applied ses-
sion on Statistical Computation and Knowledge Distill-
ing in Genomic Research that will be on Tuesday after-
noon at 2pm.

There will an impressive show of European talent at
the session on Applications of Sequential Monte Carlo
Methods in Statistics organized by Arnaud Doucet with
Michael Pitt presenting work on the popular new parti-
cle filter methods.
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Rich Levine has put together a session on the EM Algo-
rithm: ‘Upgrading the Imputation Work Horse for Mod-
ern Day Computational Statistics Applications’, with in
particular a talk by Tim Hesterberg on step lengthening
in the EM setup.

Peihua Qiu’s smoothing session on Thursday morning
includes a talk by Irene Gijbels from Louvain on Edge
preserving and smoothing.

Our contributed sessions will cover Monte Carlo meth-
ods and Statistical Learning, as well as multiple testing
and mixtures, with of course a session on algorithms
and software.

Finally don’t miss the special student competition topic
contributed session on Tuesday midmorning where Jose
de Pinheiro will present our young stars.

Graphics (Dan Rope)
The statistical graphics section has a Sunday invited ses-
sion organized by Jeff Solka discussing Visualization
Methods for Homeland Security applications including
detecting unauthorized computer users and visual anal-
ysis of text. Also, Dan Carr will be presenting chal-
lenges for visualization raised by the Expert Panel for
the National Visualization and Analytics Center.

On Monday, Lee Wilkinson has organized an invited
session on streaming graphics. Topics include applica-
tions for real-time computer networks, traffic data, and
perception issues with streaming graphics.

For Tuesday, Mark Hansen has organized an invited ses-
sion on Data and the Digital Arts. Topics include dis-
plays based on human cognition, computation informa-
tion design, and exploring real time data streams.

On Wednesday, Graham Wills has organized an invited
session on maps that will discuss map design, interac-
tive maps, and animated maps.

Our contributed sessions encompass a wide range of
topics including Anomaly detection, Dimension Reduc-
tion, Clustering and Data Presentation.

Roundtables for this year include topics on visualization
methods for trees, data visualization in GGobi, and pre-
sentation techniques using common desktop packages.

Richard Heiberger and Burt Holland will be teaching a
continuing education course based on their book “Sta-
tistical Analysis and Data Display: An Intermediate
Course with Examples in S-Plus, R, and SAS”.

Finally, Debby Swayne and Ed Wegman will be teach-
ing an introductory overview lecture on Visual Data
Mining for the newly formed Section on Statisticians

in Defense and National Security.

DSC 2005
ThomasLumley

University of Washington

DSC 2005 – Directions in Statistical Computing – will
be held from the evening of August 12 through August
15, in Seattle, Washington. This conference follows on
from the successful DSC 1999, 2001, and 2003 con-
ferences at the Vienna University of Technology. The
workshop will focus on, but is not limited to, open
source statistical computing.

We are inviting abstracts for contributed presentations
on issues related to the development of statistical com-
puting and graphics environments. Abstracts should
be sent todsc2005@u.washington.edu, by May
15 and questions totlumley@u.washington.edu.
More information is available athttp://depts.
washington.edu/dsc2005/ and online registra-
tion will soon open at that website.

2005 award winners
JośePinheiro

Awards Chair

ASA Statistical Computing Section

The Statistical Computing Section of ASA sponsors
three annual competitions aimed at promoting the de-
velopment and dissemination of novel statistical com-
puting methods and tools: the Student Paper competi-
tion (jointly with the Statistics Graphics Section), the
John M. Chambers Award, and the Best Contributed
Paper competition. Winners of all three awards are se-
lected prior to the Joint Statistical Meetings (JSM), be-
ing officially announced at the business meeting of the
Statistical Computing and Statistical Graphics Sections
at JSM.

The Student Paper competition is open to all who
are registered as a student (undergraduate or gradu-
ate) on or after September 1st of the previous year
when the results are announced. Details on submis-
sion requirements are provided in the competition’s an-
nouncement, which goes out in mid to late Septem-
ber, and at the Statistical Computing website athttp:
//www.statcomputing.org. The four winners of
the Student Paper competition are selected by a panel of
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judges formed by the Council of Sections Representa-
tives (COS-REPs) of the Statistical Computing and Sta-
tistical Graphics Sections, who work hard to get the re-
sults announced by the last week of January. As part of
the award, the winners have their JSM registration cov-
ered by the sponsoring sections and are reimbursed up
to US$ 1,000 for their travel and housing expenses to
attend the meetings. The winning papers are presented
at a special Topics Contributed session at JSM, which
typically takes place on Tuesday. The winners of the
2005 Student Paper competition, presented in alphabet-
ical order, are:

• Mingyu Cao, Carnegie-Mellon University (advi-
sor: Bill Eddy) “Estimation of Antenna Sensitiv-
ities for Parallel MRI”

• Robert B. Gramacy, University of California
Santa Cruz (advisor: Herbert Lee) “Adaptive
Exploration of Computer Experiment Parameter
Spaces”

• Jouni Kerman, Columbia University (advisor:
Andrew Gelman) “Fully Bayesian Computing”

• Lingsong Zhang, University of North Carolina at
ChapelHill (advisor: Steve Marron) “Singular
Value Decomposition and Its Visualization”

The John M. Chambers Award is endowed by Dr.
Chambers generous donation of the prestigious Soft-
ware System Award of the Association for Comput-
ing Machinery presented to him in 1998 for the de-
sign and development of the S language. The compe-
tition is open to students and recent graduates who have
designed and implemented a piece of statistical soft-
ware, with the winner being selected by a panel of three
judges, indicated by the section’s awards chair. Start-
ing in 2006, small teams of developers will also be el-
igible to enter the competition. Further details on the
requirements for submission and eligibility criteria are
provided in the competition’s announcement, which is
distributed in early October, and at the Statistics Com-
puting website (see above). The prize includes a cash
award of US$ 1,000, plus a US$ 1,000 allowance for
travel and hotel expenses to attend JSM (with registra-
tion fee covered by the section.) The winner of the 2005
John M Chambers Award is:

• Markus Helbig, University of Augsburg, Ger-
many (advisor: Antony Unwin) “JGR - a Java
GUI for R” (http://www.rosuda.org/
JGR)

Last, but not least, the Best Contributed Paper award is
determined on the basis of the evaluations filled out by
the attendees of the Contributed and Topics Contributed

sessions of JSM which have the Statistical Computing
Sectionas first sponsor. All presenters in those sessions
are automatically entered in the competition. The prize
includes a US$ 100 cash award and a plaque. The win-
ner of the 2005 Best Contributed Paper Award is

• Jing Wang, Assistant Professor, Department of
ExperimentalStatistics, Louisiana State Univer-
sity, for the paper “A Numerical Method for the
MLE of an NLMN”, presented in the session on
”EM and Related Algorithms”.

Photos from the JSM 2004
award winners
The Chambers Award collected by Michael Newton on
Deepayan Sarkar’s behalf.

Sam Buttrey receives the best contributed Statistical
Computingpaper.
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Student paper awardees: Rima Izen ...

Marloes Maathuis ...

Kary Myers ...

and Kyle Wathen.

John M. Chambers
Retirement Workshop
John Chambers retired in 2005! A small workshop was
held in his honor on April 29, 2005. Talks were given

by Rick Becker, Allan Wilks, Duncan Temple Lang,
Doug Bates, Trevor Hastie, Ed Wegman, Lee Wilkin-
son, Mark Hansen, Robert Gentleman and Luke Tier-
ney. Below is a photo taken from the workshop dinner
of John and colleagues. John will remain at Bell Labs
as an Emeritus Research Fellow.

Obituaries

Professor J Roy: An Architect of Statistical
Computing at Indian Statistical Institute
Professor Jogabrata Roy passed away in the late hours
of Wednesday, April 13, 2005 at his Calcutta [Dunlop]
Residence. He was not keeping well for quite some time
and had discontinued many of his activities within and
outside India in recent years.

My recollection of first meeting with him goes back to
an early afternoon in the Ballygunge Science College
Statistics Department of Calcutta University sometime
in late December, 1972. He had come to conduct Viva
Voce for my Ph D Degree.

Extremely clear-headed and enthusiastic a teacher as he
was, he had masterminded the art of teaching and artic-
ulated the same among generations of students at ISI,
Calcutta. Discussions with him on broad topics in sta-
tistical theory and applications were truly revealing as
often as they were vivid and entertaining. He eased out
complicated formulations in simple terms and quickly
demonstrated the insights and intricacies.

Holding a Master’s and D. Phil Degree in Statistics of
Calcutta University, Professor J. Roy spent sometime
at UNC-Chapel Hill, working with Late Professor S N
Roy on some aspects of Multivariate Testing. His work
on Step-wise Regression is very well-known and widely
acclaimed. His D. Phil dissertation was titled “On Some
Problems of Multivariate Analysis” and he worked un-
der the guidance of Professor C R Rao. The degree was
awarded in 1956.

Among others, Professor Kirti Shah [University of Wa-
terloo] was one of his early Ph. D. students in the late
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1950’s at ISI, Calcutta. They worked broadly and thor-
oughly in the area of recovery of inter-block informa-
tion. Also Subir Ghosh [Colorado State University] was
at ISI for four years and he always cherished fond mem-
ory of fruitful and productive time with Professor J Roy
as the Head of the unit he was attached to. They also
had a joint research paper.

These are indeed sporadic glimpses of research under-
taken by Professor J. Roy from time to time. However,
he will be known and remembered as the architect of
statistical computing in ISI.

Since the mid ’60’s, Professor J. Roy was instrumen-
tal for all sorts of activities [involving statistical com-
putations] within the institute - be it research-oriented
/ service-oriented / project-oriented. Those were the
golden days in ISI with Professor [PCM], C R Rao,
[Late] D Basu and others around. With his academic
brilliance, J Roy had mastered the computational skills
with extreme ease and guided ISI through long years in
his capacity as the Head of the Computer Science Unit
till his retirement. Whatever we find today in terms of
computer science activities at ISI, Calcutta [with refer-
ence to statistical computations] was masterminded and
executed almost single-handedly by Professor J Roy
since the ’60’s till the ’80’s.

Professor J Roy had served in numerous capacities at
ISI and also in the Government [ CSO/NSSO/ State Bu-
reau] and in the UNDP. He had served as Acting Direc-
tor of ISI for a short time.

With his death, we have lost a far-sighted statistician
who had dedicated his life for the cause of development
of computational statistics at ISI.

May his soul rest in eternal peace.

Bikas K Sinha Stat-Math Unit, ISI, Calcutta

Yehuda Vardi, 58, leading statistician and
medical researcher
Yehuda Vardi, a well-known statistician and developer
of key algorithms widely used now for emission tomo-
graphic PET and SPECT scanners, died of a sudden
heart attack on January 17, at a folk dancing event.

Emission tomography is a sister technology to CAT
scanning and MRI. It is used for both clinical diagno-
sis as well as understanding brain functions. Chemi-
cals such as radioactive carbon are ingested with sugar
or other nutrients. The sugar moves under normal
metabolic action to the part of the brain where work is
being done on a given mental task. Then, the emitted

radioactivity is detected by a bank of censors surround-
ing the head. Before Dr. Vardi’s pioneering work, al-
gorithms similar to those for CAT or MRI were used,
but such methods were unable to deal effectively with
the statistical limitations inherent to emission tomogra-
phy (lower signal counts and hence increased statistical
noise). Dr. Vardi showed how the maximum likelihood
estimation algorithms could be effectively used to pro-
duce more likely reconstructions of the emitter density
and hence to better understand body chemistry. Every
major research hospital uses an algorithm for emission
tomography influenced by Dr. Vardi’s work.

Yehuda Vardi was born on October 31, 1946, in Haifa,
Israel. He earned a B.S. in Mathematics from Hebrew
University, Jerusalem, Israel, an M.S. in Operations Re-
search from the Technion, Israel Institute of Technol-
ogy, and a Ph.D. under Jack Kiefer at Cornell University
in 1977.

Vardi spent 10 years, 1977-87 as a Scientist at AT&T’s
Bell Laboratories in Murray Hill, New Jersey. He joined
the Statistics Department at Rutgers University as a Pro-
fessor in 1987, and became chairperson of the depart-
ment in 1996, a position he continued to hold until his
death. As a dynamic chairperson, he made profound
contributions to the department. His vision and warm
personality attracted several prominent scholars and

bright young statisticians to join the department. He
served as Editor of both Statistical Science and the Jour-
nal of The American Statistical Association, and on ed-
itorial boards of Statistica Sinica and the International
Journal of Imaging Systems and Technology. He was
a fellow of the Institute of Mathematical Statistics and
International Statistical Institute. His research was sup-
ported by grants from National Science Foundation and
many other government agencies.

As one of the most influential applied statisticians of
our time, Yehuda Vardi’s research focused on develop-
ing useful statistical theory and methods for real life
problems. In addition to his work on medical imag-
ing, he coined the term “network tomography” in his
pioneering paper on the problem of estimating source-
destination traffic based on counts in individual links
or “road sections” of a network. This problem has since
mushroomed into a fully fledged field of active research.
His work on unbiased estimation based on biased data
made fundamental contributions in the field, and has
been recently rediscovered as a powerful general tool
for the popular Markov chain Monte Carlo method. He
has explored many other areas of statistics, including
data depth and positive linear inverse problems with ap-
plications in signal recovery. Through his seminal con-
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tributions, Vardi played a leading role in advancing the
scientific fields in question, while enriching statistics

with important applications.

David Madigan, Rutgers University
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